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A beautiful and substantial five bedroom detached family home with off street parking, garage, large
garden and summer house, which could be used for additional accommodation as an annex. 

Entering from the pathway leading to the front door, the hallway allows access to all rooms, but
most strikingly the view through the double doors, giving a taste of the reception area and just how
wonderfully kept the garden is. The reception is open plan, with space for a large dining table and
television area, whilst there is an additional room for either further entertaining space or study, with
it's own entrance to the hallway and bi fold doors separating from the main reception. There is a
utility room via a door in the kitchen area, with a cloakroom and additional street entrance. 

The first floor comprises of three bedrooms, and another room which is ready to be used as a
bathroom, walk in wardrobe or perhaps an additional bedroom. Two of the bedrooms have large en-
suite bathrooms, either could be used as master bedrooms.

Two further bedrooms and another family bathroom are located on the second floor, with fitted
storage, perfect for hanging and shelving storage. 

In the garden is a summer house, which really is a perfect annex, but is a great addition of space for
the summer months with plenty of entertaining in mind. Overall, this house is one of a kind and has
been meticulously refurbished to the highest of standards by the current owner, one certainly not to
miss.
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We moved here nearly four years ago and the previous owners had been here for 27
years. It was a lovely family home and I could sense that from day one. Even though we
have renovated the house it seems to have kept that feeling. It is bright and sunny and I
love the back to front views. The open planned living gives our family the space that’s
needed and we love the entertaining aspects the kitchen brings. 

The road is tree lined , wide and quiet. The easy unrestricted parking for family and
friends is a bonus when living in Hove. We are in easy access to town and train stations
making going out easy.The garden room is one aspect of the house which is very
relaxing and sociable and is a very flexible space.
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